
Nursery Weekly Plan – Week 1, Summer 2 

 

Week 1 Key Learning Objectives Resources to support 

Phonics Alliteration – Cross the River – initial 
sounds 
Choose a selection of objects (sock, apple, 
teabag, pin, insect, net). There can be 
more than one of the same object. Make a 
river across the floor or ground outside 
with chalk or ropes. Give the child an 
object and check if the child knows the 
names of the objects. Then call the name 
of an object emphasizing on the first 
phoneme/sound ( s-s-s-s-sock). When the 
child guess all of the initial sounds of the 
objects, then they can cross the river and 
are saved from the evil troll. 
 
Practise a phonics song. 
Practise an alphabet song 
 
Handwriting: take few A4 papers and on 
each one write one of the letters of your 
name. Then take one of the A4 sheets (one 
at a time) and fill it with the letter that you 
wrote previously– you can write big and 
small letters, and you can use felt tip pens, 
pencils, jumbo pens, crayons. Make it 
colourful and neat! 

Check your knowledge of the phonemes and have fun 
playing an online game: 
https://www.phonicsbloom.com/uk/game/flash-
cards?phase=2 
 
 
Crazy stir fry ‘s’ song. Can you find variety of objects at 
home, which start with the phoneme ‘s’? 
https://www.teachyourmonstertoread.com/classroom-
toolkit/phonics-songs/crazy-stirfry-s-song-hear-it-and-
say-it 
 
 
Listen carefully for the initial sounds and exercises, if 
they begin with the right phoneme, you can exercise: 
https://youtu.be/uQx-MJVUIzc 
 

Literacy Story focus: The Three Billy Goats Gruff  
Read the story and talk about key events. 
Who are the characters? Where is the 
setting? Who is the enemy? Draw your 
favourite part of the story.  
 
Sequence pictures of the story.  
 
Make stick puppets and retell the story 
orally. 
 

Listen to the story or mute the voice and read it yourself: 
https://youtu.be/xNJBzcqjIYw 
 
The Three Billy Goats Gruff PowerPoint: 
https://www.twinkl.com/resource/t-t-5380-the-three-
billy-goats-gruff-story-powerpoint 
 
Sequence and colour the pictures of the story: 
http://resources.mysparklebox.co.uk/6000-

7000/sb6312.pdf 

 
A set of A4-size printable visual aids for use when telling 
the story of the 3 Billy Goats Gruff. 
http://resources.sparkleplus.co.uk/sb407.pdf 

Maths Sharing: 
The Three Billy Goats Gruff are your guests 
at home. You have variety of food to give 
them, but you have to make sure it is equal 
and the same for each one of them. If you 
have fruits, share them equally and let us 
know how many each goat gets. If you 
have a bag of candies, share them equally 
and let us know how many each goat gets. 
Use your number cards to show us how 
many each goat gets. Then count the 
pieces of fruit, candy or other and let us 

Share the dog’s food equally and have fun playing an 
online game: 
https://pbskids.org/curiousgeorge/busyday/dogs/ 
 
Sequence the numbers in the right order while you are 
playing: 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ordering-and-
sequencing/caterpillar-ordering 
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know how many they are altogether 

Foundation Art and design: Make a goat or troll mask 
using a paper plate and other materials to 
decorate.  
Make a river and a bridge, using coloured 
paper. 
Geography: Research which one is the 
longest river in the world. In which 
continent we can find it. And what animals 
live in that area.  
Science experiment: Find a basin and 
variety of objects. Explore and let us know 
which objects can float and which can sink. 

Paper plates masks: 
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/280700989251331115/ 
  
Easy small world representation: 
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/561401909802251807/ 
 
Interesting facts about most of the longest rivers in the 
world: 
https://youtu.be/t8FrY4tGgnY 

 
Sink and float experiment: 
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/422634746278877944 
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